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the World', saviours with a message of hope and encourage-
ment all the more alluring as the political horizon grows
dark and threatening.
To an India troubled with much fighting) and purged
by the failure of the Vedic gods, the Gita of the Hindus
and the Lotus of the northern Buddhists were veritable
gospels. We may imagine them as works of great thinkers
living at such cosmopolitan centres us Taxila and Indra-
prastha—capitals of the Buddhist and Brahmin world,
where devotees of both cults met, and men of many races.
This era then from the second century b.c. to the beginning
of the fourth century a.d, is for India, us for China, a
formative and even a brilliant age, in spite of chaos and
apparent failure. And it is as necessary to study it in India
as it is necessary to study the age of the I Ian in China;
without this era the great achievements of Guptan India
and of T'ang China were alike impossible ana unintelli-
gible. The inspiration of the Buddha plays a great part in
both: it is in fact the quickening touch which revives both
civilizations, and begins the great task of blending them*
II
When then the last of the feeble descendants of Asoka
yielded to the Sunga usurper, Pataliputra remained the
capital of the empire of Magadha, and Ujjain the seat of
its western viceroy—a city which maintained its place of
power and high culture for a thousand years, In old
Indian dramas we find both cities lauded, Pataliputra is
The City'; here are to be seen:
Givers of largesse, arts in high esteem,
Women both fair and courteous, wealthy lords
Neither effeminate nor niggardly, and cultured men
Of every class and caste, each honouring each with gladness—
The very gods might well take joy in such a home!
Of Ujjain in the west another dramatist exclaims; *Ahl
the wondrous beauty of Ujjain, queen of Avanti, rich in

